Introduction
The great importance that was attached to Sappho's poetry in antiquity implied that poetry by women might be of value, especially if it resembled her work. It is not surprising therefore, that Nossis (280 bce), a woman poet from Locri in Southern Italy, styled herself as a second Sappho.1 Nossis' contemporaries Theocritus, Herodas and Posidippus read the work of Sappho and the later women poets Erinna, Anyte and Nossis carefully.2 They often imitated Sappho and Hellenistic women poets in one stroke or made intricately entwined allusions to several works.
It seems Sappho was valued by her readers in antiquity for at least two reasons: as an archaic lyric poet and as a unique feminine voice.3 The most popular themes were her love-poetry, her laments and her evocations of a * I thank Christoph Pieper, James Ker and the anonymous reader for their careful reading and helpful suggestions. 1 See for Nossis Gutzwiller 1998 , 75-88, Bowman 1998 feminine world of beauty. Her poetry was special because it presented rare pictures of the world of women, written from the perspective of a woman, which made it even more intriguing.4 Sappho's archaic style, appreciated for its power of expression and its powerful metaphors, was interpreted as feminine, and her lyrical first-person speaker was often equated with the poet herself.5 Sappho was by far the most widely read of all women poets. Far more allusions to and citations and imitations of Sappho are found than for other women poets. Because of the antiquity and uniqueness of her voice, Sappho became a model of imitation for many authors, but as the most famous of women poets she functioned especially as a model for aspiring women poets.6 Male poets and critics treated women poets as a separate group, measuring later women poets against Sappho. The reception and transmission of women poets reveal an almost exclusive interest in the feminine voice of Sappho and Hellenistic women poets and a neglect of work that does not fit this mold. The reception concentrated on features women poets had in common, namely, that they often wrote about the world of women, that they wrote in a small number of genres that were traditionally considered as suitable for women, and that they wrote in a similar style. That women poets alluded to Sappho and to each other's works probably reinforced the tendency to view them as a separate group, with traditions of its own. The idea of women poets as a separate group becomes visible in the first quarter of the third century bce in the work of Nossis, Theocritus, Herodas and Posidippus. It continues at least into the first century ce, as is demonstrated by an epigram by Antipater from Thessalonica (50 bce-20 ce), a catalogue of the nine most famous Greek women poets.7
